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We are young,
      we smoke at our desks and
          later in doorways 
     After the laws are changed (this is    
         before it’s banned for good)

We go for drinks after work on Fridays
     and we have offi  ce parties 
          Where we wear long fl ower-print         
     dresses and high heels the men call

 Come-Fuck-Me shoes
          and we laugh with our lipstick lips
     our lacquered hair tossed back
          We wink, we know, How It Is

We expertly guide groping hands
     aside as we squeeze past the 
          cheese plate on the table 
     next to the Champagne punch

We let them think there’s just enough
     of a chance so that they’ll keep
         Coming back with their orders and
     invitations to lunch and to
          ballgames

Ours is a commerce of illusion and allusion 
     no one really wants the prize ~ 
          The game’s the thing

We go home to boyfriends or spouses
     They go home to wives or empty houses
 Thinking we (they) dodged a bullet 
          again

But sometimes we get caught up in the
     play, confusion wraps like a net 
          Around our hearts and now
     We have to make a real choice, an actual
       
Move to get out of jail free and hope we can
     keep the job

          because it pays the 
    Rent

No more
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This circle grows smaller, 
losing spokes with every turn
yet turn it does, again, again, 
until, one day, 
stop.

And then it’s done. No more.
No hand and arm, weak or strong, 
will set it back along its path
no matter how hard or long 
it’s pulled. No more. 
This wheel has ceased, 
while others move
along like paths, but these
will slow and stop as well, 
yet when, 
well that’s a question
without answer. Tuck it
in your pocket, over your heart, 
and read it every now and then, 
and then refold your part 
and place it back again.


